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It is true that Orlando is mainly known for its magnificent theme parks and adventurous rides but still
there is much more to see in this Central Floridaâ€™s vacation destination. Walt Disney, Universal
Island Adventure and SeaWorld are among those household names that make Orlando a world
famous destination. But apart from these, the city also boasts various amazing and undiscovered
attractions that will fascinate travellers equally. To counter the increasing number of visitors, more
and more airlines are providing their services to the city. Among all flights, bargain flights to Orlando
are well popular among tourists because of their affordable rates. So if you are planning holidays in
this city of USA this time then why not book Orlando flights among them.

Orlando, a lovely holiday destination of Central Florida offers something to please everyone.
Whether you are visiting along with family or are on your honeymoon trip, these lesser known
attractions of Orlando will truly make your tour more memorable.

Gatorland: If you want to experience Orlando from a different view then no place other than
Gatorland is perfect for that. Spread on a 110-acre of lands, this affordable-priced family fun spot
not only features thousands of alligators and crocodiles but also has an aviary, observation tower,
zip line, nature walks etc., for complete enjoyment.

Bok Tower Gardens: Located in between Tampa and Orlando, Bok Tower Gardens provides what
you definitely required, i.e., a refreshing break from your usual sightseeing tour. Postcard beautiful
sights, tranquil resting places, splashes of colours and scent of blooms will have magical touch on
your senses.

Pirate's Cove Adventure Golf: Whether you love golf or not but you will surely love this golf course.
Considered as one of the best golf courses in Florida, Pirateâ€™s Cove Adventure Golf is known for its
innovative pirate theming design and landscaping. Thatâ€™s why it is one of the top amazing unknown
attractions of Orlando.

Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra: We all know music is a kind of rejuvenating therapy and if you are
in Orlando then a visit to Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra is a must thing to do. The orchestra
presents several different programmes every year like classical series, pop series, chamber music
concerts and many more.

Hannibal Square Heritage Center: Especially meant for those who want to experience something
unique and undiscovered not only about Orlando but also about Central Florida then head towards
Hannibal Square Heritage Center.

Besides these top undiscovered places, travellers can also try various other sightseeing points in
Orlando as per their desires. The Holy Land Experience is one among them. This theme park cum
museum takes you back into the era of biblical time. Dinosaur World is another amazing yet very
interesting attraction of Orlando city. Old Town in Kissimmee area of the city is a complete family
picnic spot while Fun Spot Action Park is a five-acre site featuring bumper cars, ferris wheel, go-kart
rides and other arcade games action for kids. Make your trip to the city more exciting and worthy
with bargain flights to Orlando. Book Orlando flights now to enjoy various exclusive offers.
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To know more about Orlando city, go and book a book Orlando flights or find a Bargain Flights to
Orlando. For further details, please visit our website.
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